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secured our first victory as the European Parliament voted  
to modernise copyright for the digital age. If passed into  
UK law, the EU Copyright Directive is a game-changer for 
directors and will provide, for the first time, the right to fair 
and proportionate remuneration for the use of directors’ 
work online. This equips Directors UK with the legal means  
to defend and protect this right wherever our members’ work 
is used, so we will focus on getting this into UK legislation.

Throughout the year Directors UK has continued to grow in 
both size and scope. Our distribution scheme paid out £17.2 
million to directors — our biggest annual payout to date. 
Central to our purpose is the encouragement, protection  
and development of our members. As well as organising  
our largest programme of screenings and events so far,  
our member services team has delivered our widest range  
of mentoring and career development opportunities —  
supporting more members than ever before to develop  
the skills they need to progress in their careers.

Our campaigning and lobbying activity gives directors  
a powerful and united voice. We’ve been helping members 
with pay negotiations and industrial relations, as well  
as addressing health and safety concerns on set. The 
publication of our bullying and harassment handbook set 
new standards for how to approach this complex issue, and 
we continue to work closely with industry partners to make 
sure the workplace remains a safe space for everyone.

Meanwhile, our evidence-based campaigns have continued 
to directly influence the policy decisions of broadcasters, 
regulators and government. In the summer we produced 
major updates to our reports on gender and diversity. Both 
reports have been widely shared and quoted, with many  
of our recommendations considered the best way to  
tackle industry underrepresentation. Our role as a trusted 
professional organisation at the heart of the industry means 
that we have also responded to numerous consultations.

The strong foundations we’ve been laying throughout the 
year put Directors UK in the best possible position to meet 
the challenges of the future — and we can only achieve this 
with an engaged and passionate membership. I’d like to  
end by thanking and paying tribute to our incredibly talented 
staff, CEO and senior management team, who — along  
with our dedicated Board — work so hard to better the 
industry on behalf of our members.

Our industry is changing fast. The rise of new global 
digital on-demand platforms is shaping the way audiences 
consume content. From proposals for a UK BritBox, to 
extending the iPlayer window, to the swift introduction of 
other new platforms and players, all of these changes 
have enormous implications for directors.

As the professional association of UK screen directors, 
Directors UK represents the creative, economic and 
contractual interests of over 7,000 members — the majority 
of working TV and film directors in the UK. And as 
Directors UK Chair, it is my responsibility to ensure that we 
constantly evolve to meet these new challenges and have 
the structure, skills, expertise and independent voices in 
place to successfully steer the organisation through an 
ever-changing industry.

To that end, protecting the value of our members’ rights  
is our highest priority and this year we began a major re- 
negotiation of the UK Rights Agreement by introducing the 
Directors Licensing Scheme — the next step in managing 
and protecting the future of directors’ rights.

It has never been more important for us to forge close 
working relationships with our international partners: FERA, 
SAA, CISAC and the DGA. Our International Committee 
coordinates the work we do on the international stage 
and, following a long and hard-fought battle, we’ve recently 

Introduction from Directors UK Chair Steve Smith
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Membership
Our membership continues to grow with over 2,600 Full 
and Associate members, and more than 7,100 members  
in total.

Membership Feb 2019 Feb 2018 % change

Full 2,249 2,115 +6%

Associate 390 373 +5%

Distribution only 4,501 4,308 +4%

Total 7,140 6,796 +5%

Rights and Royalty Distribution
In the 2018/19 financial year, we yet again distributed 
record levels of payments to directors. Total distributions 
throughout the year were £17.2 million — a £0.6 million 
increase from the previous year. This was driven by 
increases to the amount of money received under both our 
UK Rights Agreement and amounts received from foreign 
sister societies.

Amounts paid 2018/19 2017/18 Change % change

UK Rights Agreement £11,171,194 £10,798,007 +£373,187 +3.5%

BBC Residuals £101,842 £38,987 +£61,855 +158.7%

Educational Recordings £385,000 £395,500 −£10,500 −2.7%

Total UK Royalties £11,657,036 £11,232,494 +£424,542 +3.8%

Foreign Royalties £5,557,001 £5,391,753 +£165,248 +3.1%

Total £17,214,037 £16,624,247 +£589,790 +3.5%

The Distribution Committee, chaired by Dan Zeff, 
continued to fine tune the distribution rules and general 
policy to ensure they remain relevant. We streamlined  
the procedures for raising credit disputes and explored 
whether the payment allocation split for DVD sales under 
the UK distribution was still fair. We have also followed 
developments regarding the Directors Licensing Scheme 
negotiations with current broadcasters and are poised to 
develop the distribution rules to accommodate the new 
scheme once details have been finalised.

At the start of the financial year, we reviewed our data 
protection arrangements to ensure they are compliant with 
the new GDPR provisions. This included making a number 
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of changes to our IT infrastructure and revising our data 
protection policies.

This year, we also began a review of the eligibility criteria 
and documentation required for beneficiaries of deceased 
directors to become members of Directors UK.

Member Services and Benefits
The member services team remains committed to supporting 
members through a full and varied programme of  
activity. Aiming to enrich the Directors UK community,  
our events offer a celebration of the work of the director  
and respond to ongoing issues raised by our Committees 
and campaign reports.



Skills and Career Development
2018/19 was a busy year which saw an increase in bespoke 
workshops alongside the continuation of established 
schemes — all of which allow members to benefit from  
a wide range of opportunities.

The High-end Drama Directors Programme placed directors 
on dramas including Killing Eve and Wild Bill, giving them  
the opportunity to gain a second unit credit whilst opening 
the door to a career in high-end television.

We also worked in partnership with broadcasters and 
production companies — including Channel 4 (4Stories), 
BBC (Continuing Drama Directors, CBeebies, BBC3), 
Nutopia and ITV (Multi-camera Drama Directing 
Workshop) — to offer career development across a range 
of genres. Working strategically with partners across the 
creative industries, we continue to lobby for additional 
funding opportunities for training and contribute to 
research into skills trends and needs.

We ran workshops across the country, providing training 
and advice to members in Bristol, Glasgow, Leeds  
and London on topics including pitching, working with  
actors and directing your behaviour in a professional 
environment. Directors UK has facilitated one-to-one 
career support, focusing on delivering development 
opportunities and advice tailored to our members’ needs. 
Our mentorship programme, Inspire, enabled more than 
20 directors to gain practical and structured experience 
and support from their peers.

This year we continued to connect our members with 
future collaborators and employers. We partnered with 
Pact to deliver production company matchmaking sessions, 
at Creative Partnerships Day (held in association with  
Film London) we connected directors with producers and 
writers working in film and high-end TV, and we worked 
with Spotlight to tackle the hurdles of making an 
independent feature film.

The Challenge ALEXA competition with ARRI ran for its 
seventh year. And ARRI’s support of Directors UK members 
grew with a brand new TRINITY competition, which 
challenged members to shoot a one-shot film in a single day.

The Directors’ Festival 2018 saw the highest attendance  
on record, with sessions covering topics ranging from the 
importance of self-branding to getting the best out of your 
actors, as well as facilitating vital discussions around the 
Directors Licensing Scheme and the credit debate 
concerning factual directors.

Highlighting the work of UK directors as well as connecting 
with international colleagues, we hosted screenings and 
Q&As with some of the year’s most sought-after directors: 
Spike Lee, Damien Chazelle, Steve McQueen, David Yates, 
Paul Greengrass, Bradley Cooper, Paul Schrader, Lynne 
Ramsay, Dominic Cooke, Paweł Pawlikowski, Elizabeth Chai 
Vasarhelyi and Jimmy Chin, Alex Holmes, Rob Marshall, 
Josie Rourke, Jonathan Hacker, Tamara Jenkins, Adam 
McKay and Peter Medak.

Raising awareness of Directors UK and ensuring that the 
role of directors remains foregrounded across the industry, 
we once again ran sessions, supported awards and 
provided expertise both locally and nationally at various 
festivals and events, including the BFI London Film Festival, 
Underwire Film Festival, BSC Expo, Media Production 
Show, BFI Flare: London LGBTQ+ Film Festival, UK Music 
Video Awards, Glasgow Film Festival, Sheffield Doc/Fest, 
BAFTA Guru, Film:Connect at Screenology, and S.O.U.L.
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Representation and Profile
Confirming Directors UK’s status as the authoritative  
voice for directors, the communications team has continued 
to raise the profile of our campaigning and lobbying,  
as well as amplifying our member services and career 
development opportunities.

We continue to share the work of the campaigns team, 
whose reports and handbooks were cited on social media 
by a number of industry organisations including BECTU, 
Pact, WGGB, Creative Access, Shooting People, WFTV  
and Underwire Festival.

As well as making an impact on social media, our 
campaigns, reports and the issues they raise continue to  
be picked up by both industry and mainstream press, where 
we have become a go-to for journalists looking for trusted 
comment. We have featured in outlets including the BBC, 
The Guardian, The Daily Telegraph, Metro, Broadcast, 
Screen International, Advanced Television, Televisual and 
TBI Vision. Importantly, our work often prompts support and 
enquiries from key politicians and industry stakeholders, 
engaging them directly with our work.

Our increasing public affairs activities reaffirm our 
position as a key voice in the industry. This year we have: 
fought for fair remuneration for authors by supporting  
the EU Copyright Directive; formed a Creative Authors 
group alongside ALCS, WGGB and the Society of Authors 
in order to present a united front on the issues affecting 
directors and screenwriters as a result of Brexit; worked 
with high-profile British creatives to call for tax breaks 
encouraging diverse representation behind the camera; 
and reviewed and responded to an increasing number  
of consultations including Ofcom’s Review of Regional TV 
Production and Programming Guidance and their Made 
Outside London review, as well as the BBC’s consultations 
on age-related TV Licence policy and the iPlayer.

Campaigns
Campaigning to improve the working lives of UK screen 
directors and to support the rights of freelance authors 
continues to be central to the work of Directors UK.

We published the latest editions of our Adjusting the 
Colour Balance and Who’s Calling the Shots? reports, 
challenging the industry on its lack of directorial equality 
and diversity. These reports respectively examine the levels 
of Black, Asian and minority ethnic (BAME) and women 
directors employed in TV production and make evidence-
based recommendations on how to improve these 
numbers. As a consequence of our sobering figures, 
Channel 4 held a Spotlight on Directors event and Sky  
has worked with us to introduce BAME directors to their 
commissioners. Directors UK are in formal discussions with 
Ofcom, the Creative Diversity Network and the Federation 
of Entertainment Unions on how to effectively monitor and 
report diversity in production. We also continue to work 
with Pact to create networking opportunities for women 
directors working in factual programming.

2018 revealed how prevalent bullying and harassment  
is across the industry. The Board and the campaigns team 
responded with the development of Bullying & Harassment:  
A Handbook for Screen Directors — a practical guide to help 
identify and handle unacceptable behaviour. Our handbook 
has made a significant impact on the industry and has 
been shared widely by colleagues in other guilds. Directors 
UK remains committed to creating a safer, more inclusive 
working environment for all and continues to push best 
practice forward through its work with the BFI and BAFTA.

The campaigns team provided research and insight 
supporting the Directors Licensing Scheme negotiations. 
This initiative will continue to be a priority in the coming 
year as it underpins our work to support the cultural, 
creative and economic interests of all directors.
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Industrial Relations
We have continued to make progress with industrial  
action to achieve improved pay for members working in 
continuing drama. Following our pay deals with ITV and 
BBC Studios, this year we agreed a new pay deal with 
Lime Pictures for Hollyoaks, the first such deal with an 
independent production company.

Both ITV and BBC Studios have also announced that pay 
rates for freelance directors on their continuing dramas 
will rise by 2% with effect from 1 April 2019.

We undertook a number of pay surveys, asking members for 
information about pay levels within factual, entertainment 
and drama. The results have helped us understand the 
current landscape and will form the basis of future action. 
They are now with the respective member committees  
to decide on what action they wish to support.

The Directors UK website has continued to host a range  
of interesting and varied content about our members and 
the art of directing, from articles to collected live-tweets, 
from videos to audio. The Directors UK Podcast has also 
gone from strength to strength, re-purposing the audio 
recorded at our director Q&A events and presenting it  
to our members and a wider public audience. Episodes 
featuring Adam McKay, Douglas Mackinnon and Lynne 
Ramsay have proved particularly popular.

Legal
Our legal team continued to provide vital advice and 
support to members. This year, the first Directors UK Legal 
Clinic offered an opportunity for all members to seek  
legal advice on any element of their work as a director.  
We also created a number of articles for the website 
including how to deal with the difficulties associated with 
working as a freelance director, and how to negotiate  
a better pay deal.
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International
As our international work continues to assume greater 
importance, we have established a new International 
Committee that meets quarterly and oversees our 
representation in international organisations. These 
organisations include the world governing body for 
collective management organisations (CISAC), the 
European Film Directors Association (FERA) and the 
European Society of Audiovisual Authors (SAA).

This year, FERA — where former Directors UK Board 
member Dan Clifton sits as Chair — published a 
comprehensive study of authors’ remuneration, which  
has informed much of our lobbying work. FERA are also 
working on preparing for the implementation of the EU 
Copyright Directive, alongside SAA, where CEO Andrew 
Chowns chairs a working group on this subject. Another 
SAA working group is looking at how data protection  
and cybersecurity issues impact directors’ organisations, 
and we are represented there by our Head of IT, Bhavesh 
Mistry. CISAC undertook a study on the representation  
of women in the creative workforce, initiated by former 
Directors UK Board member Delyth Thomas.
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Directors UK has also been building ties with our US 
colleagues in the Directors Guild of America, focusing on 
eliminating unfair pay differentials between US and other 
directors in international high-end drama co-productions.

Copyright and Collective Rights Management
Copyright has been the focus of our lobbying activity  
in Europe, and it has been the most sustained and 
comprehensive activity we have ever undertaken.  
Our efforts — and those of others representing creative 
individuals — have paid off, and the new EU Copyright 
Directive has completed all its stages in the European 
Parliament and is now ratified by the European Commission.

The new Directive contains some significant beneficial 
provisions for directors, including:

•  the right to receive appropriate and proportional 
remuneration for the uses of your work;

• the right to receive information on uses of your work;

•  the right to re-negotiate your contract if your work is 
more successful than originally envisaged when you 
signed your contract; and

• the right to access a disputes procedure.

This year saw the introduction of our Directors Licensing 
Scheme, and negotiations have begun for the renewal of 
our UK Rights Agreement. For the first time, talks are also 
taking place with broadcasters who have no previous 
rights agreement with us.

Last year, members voted in favour of a proposal for 
Directors UK to seek accreditation to operate an Extended 
Collective Licensing Scheme (ECL). However, due to 
ongoing Europe-wide legal issues, we had to put these 
plans on hold. Despite this setback, we expect the IPO  
to confirm whether they are able to accept applications 
for ECL accreditation shortly.
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Governance
Having both been appointed to senior broadcasting roles, 
Philippa Collie Cousins and Karen Kelly stood down from 
our Board this year. The Board also commissioned a 
review of our governance by independent consultant Prue 
Skene. Recommendations from her report will be put to 
members at the AGM.

Nations and Regions Report
This year, we have been refocusing how to best support 
members working in the nations and regions.

With news that Scotland representative Karen Kelly was 
stepping down from the Board, a Scottish working group 
was set up by members, following an open meeting  
with senior staff and Chair Steve Smith. We supported 
emerging directors with a networking breakfast and  
a pitching and presentation workshop at Glasgow Film 
Festival. And in partnership with Pact, factual TV directors 
joined us at Film City for a matchmaker event with  
Scottish production companies.

In Wales, Morgan Hopkins was voted to the Board, 
following Philippa Collie Cousins’s departure. We held  
an open meeting at Tramshed Tech and have supported 
emerging directors at BAFTA Cymru Guru with a talk  
from Morgan.

North West representative Illy Hill was available for 
member queries throughout the year, and we delivered 
our Directing Your Behaviour workshop in Leeds, with  
Alec McPhedran.

Alongside South West representative Otto Bathurst,  
we have supported emerging directors with a series of 
talks at Screenology’s Connect:Film day.

At the time of writing this report, Brexit is unresolved and 
there is no clear picture of when or how this might happen. 
Directors UK has been a member of the UK Screen Sector 
Task Force — an industry body charged with advising the 
UK Government on Brexit-related matters. In this capacity, 
we have argued for the retention of free movement to 
enable directors to travel for work and performance,  
for continued access to EU funds for film and television 
production, and for maintaining common legal protections 
regarding copyright and workers’ rights.

Financial Performance
The company’s financial performance was strong this year, 
generating a surplus after tax of £87,195.

Income from both management fees and membership 
subscriptions was higher than last year, contributing  
to revenue growth of 3%. Interest income also  
increased strongly.

Establishment costs were up on the previous year due  
to rates and service charge increases, together with  
the need to establish a dilapidations provision. Higher 
staff costs were the main contributor to an increase  
in administration expenses. The external costs of our 
combined communications, campaigns and public affairs 
department finished marginally higher than last year, as a 
result of two report launches and other significant project 
work. At the same time, the membership department’s 
costs were well down on the previous year.

Our balance sheet shows an increase in retained earnings 
to £450k. This year, for the first time, a small amount of our 
Non-Distributable Reserve was utilised (£18.5k), but the 
overall reserve nevertheless increased to £466k.
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TV Fiction
Following negotiations for fair pay within continuing drama 
series, the TV Fiction Committee, led by Bill Anderson, also 
have plans to negotiate a successful revision of pay rates 
within returning drama.

The Committee are liaising with the Directors Charitable 
Foundation over broader welfare policy, the Casting 
Directors’ Guild over best practice for how to safely cast 
parts requiring sexual intimacy, and the Directors Guild  
of America to find ways to co-operate in our expanding 
global markets.

Film
This year, the Film Committee has been strengthened by  
an influx of new members, and it welcomed both new and 
existing members at an open meeting.

Committee Chair Susanna White continues to be involved 
with industry consultations and meetings with public 
funding bodies, as well as hosting an event with the UK 
Cinema Association. Susanna White is keen to continue this 
dialogue with exhibitors in the coming year. The Committee 
also continue to raise awareness of the Creative Rights 
Minimum Terms for Fiction Feature film.

Committees
Entertainment and Multi-Camera
The Entertainment and Multi-Camera Committee, chaired 
by Ed Bye, continues to make inroads into the preservation 
of billing and credits, publishing an article on the Directors 
UK website exploring the importance of the status of  
the director as a creative. The Committee are working 
towards the Directors Licensing Scheme and promoting 
the changes this would bring.

The Committee stay connected with each other with regular 
meet-ups and a WhatsApp group, both of which provide  
a place for directors in their field to discuss pay, terms  
and conditions, credits and shared experiences.

Factual
The Factual Committee, led by Nic Guttridge, continues  
to advocate for new health and safety guidelines for self- 
shooters and lone-shooters, ensuring that the wellbeing  
of directors is safeguarded.

In response to member feedback at last year’s Viewfinder 
event, the Committee have been working on a minimum  
rate card for factual directors and clarifying factual director 
credits, with a plan to publish pay and credits guidelines.  
This will bring consistency to these areas for both directors 
and production companies.

Factual directors make up the largest proportion of Directors 
UK’s membership, so the Directors Licensing Scheme 
remains an ongoing focus for the Committee.
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Directors UK  
Board 2018/19
Bill Anderson
Otto Bathurst
Ed Bye
Toral Dixit
Nic Guttridge
Lotus Hannon
Illy Hill
Jessica Hobbs
Morgan Hopkins
Darcia Martin
Michael Omer
Geoff Posner
Ashok Prasad
Steve Smith
Anna Thomson
Paul Unwin
Susanna White
Dan Zeff

2018 outgoing  
Board members
Philippa Collie Cousins
Karen Kelly

Directors UK Staff
Marc Abbs
Laura Adams
Richard Anderson
Ali Bailey
Nicole Bandoo
Laura Bannister
Charlotte Brotherton
Amy-Jo Bryant
Sim Cammarota
Faye Cheung
Andrew Chowns
Charlie Coombes
Andrea Corbett
Emma Donald
Shadia Fakhoury
Guy Gibbons
Jonathan Hart
Nikki Hopper
Sam Hoy
Eleanor Jest
Andrea Marlowe
Bhavesh Mistry
Natasha Moore
Victoria Morris
Kate Parish
Nick Roberts
Jake Sanders
Donna Thomas
Sean Thomas
Emily-Jane Tossell
Chris Young

With thanks to  
former staff members
Tolu Akisanya
Selina Ali
Tendai Chitawuro
Anna Wharton

Directors UK Board and Staff

Directors UK is the professional 
association of UK screen directors. It is  
a membership organisation representing 
the creative, economic and contractual 
interests of over 7,000 members — the 
majority of working TV and film directors 
in the UK. Directors UK collects and 
distributes royalty payments and provides 
a range of services to members including 
campaigning, commercial negotiations, 
legal advice, events, training and career 
development. Directors UK works closely 
with fellow organisations around the 
world to represent directors’ rights and 
concerns, promotes excellence in the craft 
of direction and champions change to  
the current landscape to create an equal 
opportunity industry for all.

Registered Number
02685120

Registered Office
3rd and 4th Floor
22 Stukeley Street
London WC2B 5LR

020 7240 0009
directors.uk.com
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